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Abstract 
 
Wind Driven Snow Accumulation Variability and Terrain. Establishing a Relationship 
by Using GPR on Svalbard 
Catharina Heerema 
  
Snow accumulation patterns can be highly variable depending on terrain and wind. Knowledge of spatial 
variability of snow accumulation is of high relevance for mass balance modelling. By not incorporating 
the variability in snow cover, the estimation in mass fluxes and the surface melt are incorrectly 
presented, affecting the eventual estimation of for instance contribution to sea level rise. Additionally, 
knowledge of snow accumulation variability is essential for assessing the reliability of point-wise mass 
balance measurements. 

Using ground penetrating radar (GPR), the spatial variability of snow can be mapped with both a 
great spatial and temporal resolution. GPR enables tracing of summer surface melt layers, resulting in a 
2D reconstruction of past snow accumulation and associated variability. GPR measurements have been 
done on Svalbard, during 2012, 2013 and 2014. Based on the selected 2009 summer surface in the GPR 
measurements, accumulation rates were estimated between 2009-2012; 2009-2013 and 2009-2014. In 
addition, several terrain parameters are computed by combining DEM calculations with wind direction, 
resulting in a sheltering index, slope and curvature. We explore relationships between the found 
accumulation pattern and the terrain parameters with varying wind directions. 

Correlations between terrain and accumulation depend on the selected wind angle, which appears to 
change with elevation. The results suggest that localized wind patterns prevail on the glacier and shape 
the snow cover. Katabatic winds form at low elevations on the glacier and are oriented in the glacier 
direction of approximately 20 degrees. At intermediate elevation, winds from the east-southeast regulate 
the accumulation pattern. On the upper parts of the glacier, the terrain is more exposed and winds from 
large-scale atmospheric circulation, at 240 degrees, become more important in formation of the snow 
accumulation pattern. Correlations are overall high, indicating a strong influence of terrain features on 
the accumulation distribution. No distinction can be made between the different terrain parameters and 
accumulation, all returning similar correlations with accumulation except for curvature, which overall 
returns slightly lower correlations. In addition, the results found great spatial variability in snow 
accumulation, underlining the importance of incorporating snow accumulation variability in glacier 
mass balance models. 
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning 
 
Den vinddrivna snöackumuleringens variabilitet och terräng. Fastställande av sambandet 
med hjälp av markpenetrerande radar på Svalbard 
Catharina Heerema 
 
De globala klimatförändringarna är ett samhällsproblem med långtgående konsekvenser. En del av 
arbetet med att studera klimatförändringarna består av att undersöka glaciärer, hur de påverkas och 
utvecklas med tiden. Glaciärmodeller är komplexa datorberäkningar som använder sig av information 
från både smältvatten- och snöfallsmätningar. Ackumuleringen av snö är dessvärre svår att mäta och 
dagens uppskattningar representerar sällan den korrekta rumsliga variabiliteten i nederbörd på glaciärer. 
De eventuella förutsägelserna, om exempelvis stigande havsnivåer, kan påverkas kraftigt av 
variabiliteten, vilket kan leda till över- eller underskattningar.  

I denna studie används en annan metod för att mäta föränderligheten i nederbörden, vilket förbättrar 
beräkningarna och uppskattningarna av klimatpåverkan avsevärt. Markpenetrerande radar är en icke-
destruktiv metod som skapar en 2D bild av innanmätet under ytan. Detta radargram visar bland annat 
ytsmältskikten, som formas varje år i slutet av sommarsäsongen. Genom att tyda och rita upp dessa 
smältskikt kan man se variabiliten i nederbörd från år till år. Denna studie kartlägger variabiliteten av 
nederbörd på en glaciär på Svalbard och förbinder denna med terrängvariabler i kombination med 
vindriktning. Terrängens variabler innefattar sluttningar, krökningar och lälägesparametrar, vilka 
återspeglar i vilken grad terrängen är skyddad eller exponerad för vind.  

Resultaten tyder på att sluttningar, krökningar och skyddande variabler alla kan förklara till liknande 
grad den snöackumulering som visades på radarn. De pekar även på en koppling mellan höjd över havet 
och vindriktning i skapandet av snölager. Vid lägre höjder dominerar katabatiska vindar, som uppstår 
vid glaciärens övre del och utvecklas under vindflödet nedåt. Vid intermediär höjd dominerar vindar 
som uppstår vid ett istäcke i öst-sydöst snöackumuleringen. Vid högre höjder är främst vindar från 
storskalig atmosfärisk cirkulation, vid 240 grader, ansvariga för nederbördsackumuleringsmönstret. 
(Översättning: Veronica Gyllenram.) 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Changing climate 

In 2014, the IPCC published the fifth Assessment Report (AR5). They found that warming of the 

climate is undeniable, with observed changes such as a diminished amount of snow and ice, a rise in 

sea level and a continued decline of glacier size over the last two decades (Vaughan et al., 2013). The 

Arctic, however, is relatively more vulnerable to global warming due to Arctic amplification: the 

effect that global warming is more extreme at the poles compared to the global average warming trend. 

Since 1912, the climate in Svalbard has experienced significant warming, with an estimated 

temperature increase of 2.5°C in one century. This is three times the estimated global annual 

temperature increase (Førland et al., 2011). Observations suggest that precipitation in the Arctic has 

increased with 1% per decade in the past century, although precipitation assessments are limited due to 

structural problems with the measurements (ACIA, 2005).  

Global future predictions suggest a 5 °C annual temperature increase by 2100 with a B2 emission 

scenario and 7 °C for an A2 emission scenario, compared to present-day temperatures. These are older 

climate scenarios used by IPCC in the 3rd and 4th assessment reports. Both A2 and B2 assume a 

regionalisation, or heterogeneous world, with the A2 scenario focused towards economic growth, 

whilst the B2 scenario has an environmental focus. In 2011, the Arctic Monitoring and Assessment 

Programme (AMAP) published a report specifically regarding Arctic climate issues, with computer 

simulations finding a loss in ice volume of all mountain glaciers in the Arctic between 13% and 36% 

by 2100 (AMAP, 2012). In the past few decades the most significant contribution to sea level rise 

came from small glaciers and ice caps, but in the near future contributions from the big ice sheets on 

Greenland and Antarctic will slowly become more important. For precipitation, the projected increase 

is 12% by 2100 for the Longyearbyen area, with precipitation to increase for all seasons but especially 

during spring. The spatial pattern of precipitation over Svalbard is varying, and follows the 

temperature pattern, reflecting the ability to hold more moisture with increasing temperature increase 

(Førland et al., 2011). Lang et al. (2015) predicted future climate and surface mass balance models 

using climate scenario RCP8.5, the most extreme scenario for greenhouse gas concentrations by 2100, 

and found increasing surface melt everywhere on Svalbard. After 2050, there will be a sudden 

acceleration in melt, driven by the albedo-melt feedback. The albedo-melt feedback is a positive 

feedback mechanism, and reflects the greater albedo of bare ice compared to snow, which results in 

bare ice absorbing more radiation, in turn resulting in greater melt. By 2085, the surface mass balance 

is projected to be negative all over Svalbard, resulting in rapid degradation of the firn layer. By 2100, 

the surface mass balance is projected to contribute approximately 7.1 mm to sea level rise. 

Glacier systems are sensitive to climate change, and monitoring the variability of the mass balance 

in both space and time is essential. Changes in mass balance control a glaciers long-term behaviour, 
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with sustained negative mass balance causing thinning and retreat of a glacier, and sustained positive 

mass balance resulting in glacier growth and advance. In-situ measurements are vital for model 

calibration and testing, and ultimately improve mass balance calculations in a past, present and future 

climate.  

 

1.2 Measurement techniques of accumulation 

Mass balance models require information about both the accumulation and ablation on a glacier. 

Whilst the ablation, driven by temperature, follows a fairly linear relation with elevation, accumulation 

shows greater irregularities over space. However, if spatial variation is not accurately represented the 

eventual calculations of mass balance models, and therefore climate simulations, can vary widely due 

to the non-linear reaction of glacier mass balance to spatial accumulation variation (Van Pelt et al., 

2014). Liston (2004) found that incorporating the variability in snow distribution has a substantial 

effect on the development of snow cover and related energy fluxes, especially during the snow melt 

season. Therefore, in order to get accurate calculations of mass balance models, input of spatial 

variability in accumulation is needed.  

However, currently employed measurement techniques have drawbacks for determining spatial 

variability. The traditional approach involves direct point measurements, such as snow pits, ice cores 

and probing, and requires interpolation for full glacier coverage. The measurements are often not 

representative of the actual spatial variability of snow accumulation, which forms a major drawback of 

these traditional methods (Richardson et al., 1997). In addition, it is a time consuming exercise, 

discouraging collection of more point measurements. Other approaches include indirect methods often 

used on a larger scale, such as surface altimetry. Melvold & Skaugen (2013) used airborne LiDAR to 

map snow depth, by comparing a LiDAR surface elevation from bare ground to LiDAR data at the end 

of the winter season, representing the time of maximum accumulation. The study resulted in area 

coverage of 240 km2, in combination with a 2x2 meter spatial resolution. A considerable disadvantage 

of this method is a poor constraint on snow and ice density, where a calculated change in volume 

based on height is not linearly related to a change in mass. In addition, indirect methods often have a 

coarse resolution and are therefore limited in the ability to capture spatial variability.  

Another method to estimate accumulation variability is using physical computer models. Computer 

models however are computationally expensive and the required physics are complex, limiting the 

implementation in large-scale mass balance models. Additionally, input parameters and assumptions 

on interactions are required and detailed observational data is necessary to calibrate the distribution 

model. Snow distribution models have been developed, for instance by Liston et al. (2007). This 

model focuses on the 1-100 meter scale, and has been applied for a variety of terrains. A model 

developed by Winstral et al. (2013) is better suited for large scale simulations, with efficient 
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computations and less data requirements. However, the algorithm used was unable to incorporate wind 

and temperature dependencies. 

Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) is a non-destructive method used to explore the subsurface by 

employing radar pulses to create an image of the subsurface. During each melt season, the melting and 

densification of surface snow in the accumulation zone forms a summer surface melt crust layer. The 

new snow layer from the following winter season buries the summer surface layer, creating an 

alternation between high density summer surface melt crust layers and lower density firn. Each 

summer surface layer acts as an internal reflection horizons (IRHs) due to the increased density, 

resulting in decreased permittivity compared to the surrounding snow or firn. The electromagnetic 

radar pulses detect differences in the permittivity, the dielectric properties, below the surface. 

Although the measure of crust formation, and therefore density difference, differs on a year to year 

basis, the IRHs have a relatively high reflectivity, making the layers distinguishable in radar profiles. 

By mapping the IRHs the yearly accumulation can be estimated as a function of distance along the 

radar track, creating a profiles accounting for more spatial variability than point measurements and 

more detail compared to the indirect methods.  

 

GPR has previously been successfully applied to capture spatial variability.  

• In Antarctica, King et al. (2004) used GPR on an ice rise, and found spatial and temporal 

variations in snow accumulation at a ~10 km and a ~500 m scale. Accumulation 

differences are driven by redistribution of snow, related to changes in wind speeds. In 

addition, they found that small topographical differences can have a disproportional large 

effect on the snow accumulation.  

• On Greenland, Dunse et al. (2008) applied GPR to look at snowpack properties. Using the 

isochronous properties in the IRH, spatial variability in the snow pack could be interpreted. 

However, it was noted that severe melt can change the IRH due to percolating meltwater, 

which makes that tracing the IRHs is more difficult in years of extreme melt. Using GPR 

data as a reference, Dunse et al. found that point measurements are only representative of 

accumulation over several hundred metres, with a 15% uncertainty in the spatial mean.  

• Machguth et al. (2006) used helicopter-borne GPR to compare accumulation variability 

between two alpine glaciers in Switzerland, illustrating that GPR can be used to cover a 

greater spatial extent too. A 40% difference in accumulation and strong spatial variability 

was found. 

• Pinglot et al. (2001) used GPR transects in addition to point measurements, and found 

spatial variability in snow accumulation on Austfonna, Svalbard, related to wind patterns 

and topography. They found that GPR is applicable to obtain spatial snow depth data, 

however calibrating the GPR data by manual depth measurements is recommended.  
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• Pälli et al. (2002) used GPR on the Nordenskiöldbreen glacier on Svalbard. The study 

suggests that point measurements used for mass balance measurements, such as ice cores, 

should be complimented by GPR measurements, since the point measurements are unable 

to capture spatial variability in accumulation.  

• Van Pelt et al. (2014) improved the accumulation estimate from GPR data obtained on 

Nordensköldbreen. By using an inverse method, surface melt and the associated processes, 

such as meltwater percolation and refreezing, which lead to changing subsurface 

conditions, are incorporated. The small-scale accumulation variability leads to a negative 

impact on the mass balance, with a nonlinear response of the mass balance to changes in 

accumulation.  

In summary, GPR measurements can cover a greater area, in two dimensions with great detail. In 

addition, GPR can be used to detect past summer surface horizons, and thus extend time series and 

enable analysis of more than one year of accumulation.  

 

1.3 Spatial variability of snow accumulation 

Variability in snow cover affects the surface energy fluxes and melt rates. With a variable snow cover, 

a different albedo of ice and snow will affect melt rates. If more ice is exposed, the melt rate will 

increase, affecting the glacier runoff. Additionally, a thicker snow pack has greater ability to store 

water within the pack in both refrozen and liquid form, creating a buffer against glacier meltwater 

runoff. Spatial variability of snow therefore affects melt and runoff rates, and cannot simply be 

assumed equal over an entire glacier.  

The occurrence of snow fall depends on the near-surface air temperature and the distance from a 

moisture source. A greater distance from a moisture source can cause the air to become depleted of 

water, making precipitation less likely with increased distance. Additionally, colder air is less able to 

hold moisture. These factors are reflected in the interior of Antarctica, known to be one of the most 

arid regions in the world. In general, the spatial variability of accumulation is scale dependent, such 

that the observed variability changes with the observation scale itself (Blöschl, 1999). On a continental 

scale (order of 100 km and greater) snow patterns are related to the global atmospheric circulation 

patterns, and variability in the snow accumulation is a result of precipitation variability due to 

differences in moisture availability (King et al., 2004, Dadic et al., 2010). For accumulation variability 

at scales of one to a few kilometres, the regional scale, orographic effects such as atmospheric 

stability, local wind fields and moisture distributions become important. Lifted condensation is an 

example of a regional scale process, where precipitation increases with increasing elevation (Liston, 

2004). Liston & Sturm (2002) used a blowing snow model to compute regional scale variations in 

snow cover. They found that regional atmospheric circulation in combination with the effect of lifted 

condensation dictates the eventual snow distribution patterns. The larger scale pattern however, may 
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be masked by superimposed smaller scale variability (Melvold & Skaugen, 2013). The local scale 

(order of 100 metres) is characterized by great spatial variability (Melvold & Skaugen, 2013). Wind 

influences become the dominant factor in the distribution patterns by pre-depositional and post-

depositional processes. The pre-depositional process, known as preferential deposition or 

inhomogeneous deposition of snow, is a process where turbulence controls the snowfall pattern. High 

wind speeds reduce the deposition rate of snow, resulting in a greater concentration of snow particles 

in the air. When the air moves over a leeward slope, it undergoes a reduction in wind speed, and snow 

is deposited. King et al. (2004) however remark that the post-depositional processes become more 

important at smaller scales. The post-depositional processes redistribute snow via saltation, suspension 

and creep when the surface shear strength is lower than the wind shear strength. Snow can either 

sublimate, leading to net mass loss, or is deposited when the wind speed reduces leading to 

preferential accumulation of wind-blown snow (Gascoin et al., 2013). For snow transport by wind, Li 

and Pomeroy (1997) have found the average threshold for wet snow is 9.9 m s-1, whilst for dry snow 

the average wind speed required is 7.7 m s-1. Snowdrift leads to significant redistribution of snow, with 

snow erosion on the windward side and accumulation on the lee side of ridges and in topographic 

depressions (Liston, 2004). For these local scale spatial processes, small changes in topography can 

have a disproportionate effect on the eventual snow accumulation (King et al., 2004), with snow 

redistribution forming a high non-linear relation with wind speed. At even smaller scales (<10 metres), 

the variation will depend on snow-surface roughness, with features such as sastrugi, dunes, ripples and 

micro-topographical features such as small bumps (Liston, 2004).  

Research has focused on the understanding of snow distribution, however it has not been possible 

to predict the distribution properly based on terrain parameters alone (Lehning et al., 2011). The 

complex patterns of snow distribution have limited the possibility to include wind parameters in snow 

distribution modelling, making models less accurate and reducing understanding of ongoing processes 

(Winstral et al., 2002, 2013). The spatial variability of snow accumulation however has been shown to 

depend on underlying topography and wind, potentially causing complex distribution patterns 

(Winstral et al., 2013). 
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2 Research plan 

2.1 Aim 

The aim of this study is to infer a statistical relationship between accumulation patterns, terrain and 

wind properties, resulting in a greater understanding of interaction between surface and atmosphere. 

The statistical model can potentially be implemented in a mass balance model, leading to an improved 

spatial representation of accumulation. Ultimately it will improve glacier modelling, and lead to a 

better estimation of potential contribution to global sea level rise. In addition, knowledge of snow 

cover variability is beneficial to assess the effects on local ecosystems and avalanche risks for alpine 

terrain.  

 

2.2 Approach & Study Area 

The GPR measurements are primarily carried out on Nordenskiöldbreen, a glacier in Svalbard, with a 

smaller part of the measurements carried out on the adjacent Lomonosovfonna ice cap. In order to 

keep the thesis legible, the study area is abbreviated to Nordenskiöldbreen in the continuation of this 

thesis. Svalbard is located north of Norway in the Arctic Ocean, and contains approximately 1615 

glaciers covering about 36.600 km2, or 6% of the Earth’s total glacier area. The water contained in 

Svalbard is capable of contributing 19.1 mm in mean sea level equivalent (Vaughan et al., 2013). As 

mentioned in the introduction, a contribution of 7.1 mm for the 21st century is modelled (Lang et al., 

2015). Of all the glaciers, almost half (43.8%) are tidewater glaciers, terminating in the sea (Vaughan 

et al., 2013). Nordenskiöldbreen is such a tidewater glacier, one of the largest outlet glaciers of the 

Lomonosovfonna ice cap on central Svalbard (Figure 1). The glacier is up to 600 metres thick, 

approximately 22 kilometres long and covers an area of 145 km2, with an equilibrium line altitude at 

approximately 700 m a.s.l. (Van Pelt et al., 2012). The glacier front is fast flowing according to 

Blaszczyk et al. (2009). Between 1991 and 1997, Nordenskiöldbreen showed no change in geometry, 

suggesting a steady-state between mass balance and dynamics (Hagen et al., 2005). The GPR tracks 

acquired on Nordenskiöldbreen are located between an elevation of 870 m a.s.l. and 1230 m a.s.l. The 

tracks are acquired in three separate years, 2012, 2013 and 2014. The accumulation variability is 

measured along transects using ground-penetrating radar. Terrain properties are calculated based on a 

DEM from the Norwegian Polar Institute (NPI). The wind direction is obtained based on a polar 

mesoscale atmospheric model. Based on the DEM and wind direction, the terrain parameters are 

computed. The accumulation is tested against the terrain parameters for a statistical relationship.  
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Figure 1 Above the location of 
Svalbard, in the Arctic and the 
location of Nordenskiöldbreen on 
Svalbard. On the left the glacier is 
shown relative to the ice cap of 
Lomonosovfonna. Sources: above: 
Van Pelt (2013) and left: NASA 
Landsat Imagery 2002 in: Van Pelt 
(2013).  
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3 Theory 
A GPR system consists of a transmitter and receiver. The transmitter emits an electromagnetic (EM) 

pulse into the surface, which propagates in the shape of a cone in the subsurface. When the emitted 

EM wave comes across a change in relative permittivity, or dielectric constant, of the subsurface, a 

part of the energy is reflected back with each variation causing a separate ‘wavelet’. The receiver 

records these variations in the reflected signal returned to the surface. An IRH will stand out from the 

surrounding firn due to higher density of the layer. Both the two-way travel time (TWT), in 

nanoseconds, and the intensity of the wave is recorded, where the permittivity of the subsurface 

material influences the amplitude of the signal. The TWT is the time it takes for the signal to be 

emitted and received again. One reflection trace is a compilation of the wave properties, wavelets, 

with TWT (Figure 2). The sample number reflects the recording interval of the wavelets recorded, and 

consequently the vertical resolution of the trace: the more samples, the greater the vertical resolution 

(Conyers, 2004). For this study, the common offset method is used: the distance between the 

transmitter and receiver is fixed, but the radar is moved, recording several traces along a distance. This 

set-up enables a compilation of multiple traces, each consisting of a compilation of wavelets. The 

compiled traces lead to a radar profile, also known as radargram or transect, of the subsurface. A 

radargram is thus a compiled recording of reflected signals, combining both TWT and amplitude of 

the signal.  

 

Figure 2 One reflection trace is 
displayed, comprised of many wavelets. 
For each wavelet, the two way travel 
time is recorded and the amplitude of the 
signal, registering change in dielectric 
properties. Source: Conyers (2004)  
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The TWT is given in nanoseconds, and needs to be converted to depth by using a density 

approximation of the subsurface. The density is often based on firn cores or snow pits. Kovacs et al. 

(1995) formulated a relationship between density and TWT, to convert TWT to metre water equivalent 

(m w.e.). The formulas are used under the assumption that there is no liquid water present in the 

subsurface, since this would change the dielectric constant. Below the required formulas to convert to 

depth are given.  

 

  𝐷𝐷 = 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡
2�𝜖𝜖′𝑒𝑒

= 𝑡𝑡
2
𝑉𝑉𝑒𝑒  (1) 

 

 𝜖𝜖′𝑟𝑟 = (1 + 0.851𝜌𝜌)2  (2) 

 

With D as distance in meters, ϵ’e is the relative effective dielectric constant and ϵ’r is relative 

permittivity, both are dimensionless. Ve is the effective phase velocity in m∙s-1, t is the measured two-

way vertical travel time, c equals 0.3 m ns-1 and is the velocity of an EM wave in a vacuum, and ρ is 

the specific gravity.  

The clearness of the signal depends on the reflectivity of the material. The depth perception of GPR 

depends on the degree of absorbance of the subsurface material. The absorbance is depicted by 

frequency settings of the EM pulse, and ranges between 10 mHz and 1 gHz. The frequency settings are 

a trade-off between depth and resolution. A low frequency reaches deeper, but has a coarser vertical 

resolution; a higher frequency captures more detail, however the depth it can reach is limited (Pälli et 

al., 2002). 

 

 

 

 

.  
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4 Methodology 

4.1 Data acquisition 

Weather data is based on the mesoscale atmospheric model Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) 

applied to the Svalbard region; Polar WRF (Claremar et al., 2012). An 8 km spatial resolution 

simulation is used to obtain wind data, representing large scale wind patterns. A grid point near 

Lomonosovfonna is selected for the dataset. Data from 2007-2010 and 2012-2015 is available and 

contains wind direction and speed at a 3 hour time-resolution. For the terrain calculations a DEM from 

the Norwegian Polar Institute with a 20 x 20 meter resolution was used (NPI, 2014).  

The GPR was mounted behind a snow scooter, driving at a speed of ~15-20 km hr-1. The frequency 

was set at 500 MHz using a shielded antenna. GPR data was collected in three consecutive years, in 

April 2012, 2013 and 2014. Multiple transects were made each year, of varying length. Table 1 

provides an overview with names of the separate transects, totalling 17 transects, the year of 

acquisition and the approximate length of each transect. Each year contained at least one transect that 

extended into the ablation zone, following the centre line of the glacier. Figure 3 shows the different 

tracks, with each year specified by colour. The figure only shows the digitized data. Few tracks extend 

further into the ablation zone, but digitizing proved dubious, so a few GPR tracks extending into the 

ablation zone are cut short. 2012 and 2013 both have 3 separate GPR transects, with an approximate 

total length of 29 km in 2012 and 14 km in 2013. The data acquired in 2014 consists of 11 shorter 

transects, with an approximate length of 44 km. A differential GPS was used alongside the GPR, in 

order to georeference the data. Firn cores were obtained in the accumulation zone at 1200 m a.s.l. 

(Figure 3), to establish the density of the snow for the conversion of travel-time to accumulation in 

meter water equivalent, as explained in the Chapter 3.  

 
Table 1 An overview of the acquired GPR data for three consecutive years on Nordenskiöldbreen. 

 
Year of data 
acquisition 2012 2013 

     Transect no. 137 138 190 1 2 3 
     Approx. Length (m) 6800 15000 6900 3600 3800 7000 
     

            Year of data 
acquisition 2014 

Transect no. 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 
Approx. Length (m) 4200 2800 2600 4500 4100 3800 4100 2300 3500 6900 5100 
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Figure 3 The GPR transect for the three consecutive years of data gathering. Top right shows 
the location of the transects with respect to the glacier and ice cap. Bottom left shows the GPR 
transects, with 2012 in red, 2013 in blue and 2014 in green. Especially 2013 and 2014 have 
overlapping transects. The GPR tracks continued further down into the ablation zone for some 
profiles, however only the sections of the digitized 2009-IRH are shown. The contour lines are 
given at a 10 m interval. An approximate location of the firn cores, used to establish density, is 
indicated. 
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4.2 Data processing 

4.2.1 GPR 

In order to obtain the accumulation from the GPR data, a number of pre-processing steps are done, 

using MATLAB (version 2015a). Figure 4 shows the five steps involved in pre-processing the GPR 

data, with all steps undertaken for all transects and per year of data acquisition. The GPR radargram 

and the accompanied dGPS data are required as data input. The dGPS is used to get an accurate 

distance profile in meters of the radargram, rather than trace numbers.  

The first step in pre-processing the data is removing any overlapping traces in the GPR profile, 

using an edit function. When the GPR is immobile, the EM pulses are repeated and recorded at the 

same location causing similar EM signatures in the profile. These double traces need to be removed 

before proceeding with the data. The data needs to be further processed to improve the representation 

of the data, making interpretation of the radargram more accessible.  

Figure 4 The steps of GPR data processing. A more in-depth 
explanation of the steps is given in the main text. MATLAB is used 
for all steps.  
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Step 2 is to improve the representation of the radargram, involving several parameters. These 

parameters include a high pass filter, or de-wow, to remove very low frequency noise and a low pass 

filter to remove all signals above the cut-off frequency. The combination of the high and low pass 

filters leads to a dataset with less noise, keeping only the centre frequency of the data, which contains 

most information. The time offset between emitting the EM pulse and the pulse reaching the 

subsurface needs adjustment for the travel time above the snow surface, called zero time adjustment. 

The reduced strength of the signal with depth, due to loss of energy, is compensated for by applying a 

gain function with depth (Conyers, 2004). The gain function can be based on exponential, linear or 

power functions with the best suited function being project dependent. Lastly, a horizontal filter is 

required, which removes background, or static noise due to equipment disturbances. After the 

processing step, the summer surface layers should stand out as more reflective layers in the radargram.  

The next step is selecting these IRHs from the radar profile, as consistent as possible using the pick 

function. For the dataset at hand, it is not possible to get the layers automatically picked since the 

layers are too distorted. Therefore, each layer is picked manually, tracing them using a computer 

mouse. Approximately 5-6 reflective layers could be differentiated per radargram.  

To check the consistency of picking the layer, the data is validated (step 4) at crossing points of 

separate transects within the same year. All the IRHs picked per radargram are compiled into one file. 

Where the tracks of two separate radargrams crossed within one acquisition year, the different depths 

of IRHs are displayed next to each other, and if correct the layers should be digitized at matching 

depths. By cross validation, the consistency of the data can be checked and adjusted if the offset 

between layers was more than 2 ns. There is no means in cross validating data from different years of 

acquiring the data, as new snow accumulation buries previous layers in a non-linear manner.  

The final step is to convert the TWT to accumulation. After validation of the picked IRHs, one 

continuous layer present in the GPR data from all three years was chosen. The IRH from 2009 was a 

distinct layer, visible in all 3 years of data collection and was chosen as such. For the final step, the 

2009-IRH needs to be converted from recorded TWT in ns to depth in meters. The data is converted to 

m w.e. based on density data from firn cores, observed at 1200 m a.s.l. in the accumulation zone (S. 

Marchenko, personal communication, 2016). A mean density profile was created based on three 

separate cores, observed in different years (2012-2014). Using Kovacs et al. (1995) empirical 

relationship of the dielectric permittivity of firn cores, the travel time in the subsurface can be 

converted to accumulation in m w.e. The m w.e. at this point represents all the accumulation between 

the formation of the summer surface melt layer and the year of data collection. To obtain a yearly 

accumulation rate, the total accumulation has to be divided by the years between formation and data 

collection. For the data collected in 2012, the mean annual accumulation for 2009-2012 is the 

converted accumulation from TWT to m w.e., divided by approximately 2.7. This number includes the 

time-offset between formation of the IRH, which would occur around September 2009, and the data 

acquisition 2.7 years later in April 2012. In a similar fashion, for 2013 the accumulation is divided by 
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3.7 and for 2014 divided by 4.7, providing annual accumulation rates. Finally, the accumulation data 

was resampled by averaging to obtain data with a regular horizontal spacing of 10 m along the radar 

transects. 

4.2.2 Terrain parameters 

In order to remove small-scale noise in the terrain data, the NPI DEM with 20 m resolution was 

smoothened to 100 m, by applying a moving average using the MATLAB function ‘imfilter’. Based 

on the smoothened 100 m resolution DEM the terrain parameters are calculated. The original 

accumulation data was not smoothened. To facilitate comparison of original accumulation and 

(smoothed) terrain parameters, the terrain parameters are projected onto the 10-m radar grid.  Scripts 

were used to calculate a variety of terrain parameters. These parameters were either based solely on 

the provided DEM of the Norwegian institute, or a combination of the DEM and wind data based on 

the Polar WRF model from Claremar et al. (2012). When the wind direction is included in the terrain 

parameter computation, the direction of the computation is towards the wind direction. 

 

Aspect   Aspect, or exposure, is the direction a slope faces. Aspect is often used to 

see if an area is exposed to sun during the day or is predominantly in the shade. For this 

thesis the aspect can be used for wind exposure of the terrain. Aspect is given in 

degrees, from 0 to 360 degrees; a value of 180 reflects that the terrain is exposed to the 

south.  

Slope   The slope, or gradient, reflects the vertical change relative to the 

horizontal change. For this project, the slope is calculated for a specific wind direction. 

The slope is calculated for the entire DEM, based on a point 50 m upwind of a point of 

interest on the DEM and 50 m downwind, covering a total spacing of 100 m. The slope 

is based on the change in elevation between the two points. With an opposite wind 

direction, the magnitude of slope will remain the same, but with an opposite sign. A 

directional slope of 0 reflects no change in slope over a 100 m interval in the specified 

direction. A positive slope means an uphill orientation, whilst negative is downhill. The 

greater the value, the steeper the slope. 

Curvature   The profile curvature is calculated using the second derivative of the 

slope, and reflects to what extent the terrain is concave or convex (Figure 5). The 

curvature is calculated for a specified wind direction, again for a 100 m interval with 50 

m upwind and 50 m downwind. The point in the centre of the 100 m is the point of 

interest. For the calculations of curvature, opposite wind directions will yield the same 

value. Negative values represent a convex shape, whilst the positive values represent 

concave terrain. 
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Sheltering index  The sheltering index (SI) reflects to what extent the terrain is exposed to 

wind, incorporating wind direction and terrain variability (Figure 6). The SI calculation 

is based on Winstral et al. (2002), who refer to it as the maximum upwind slope. The SI 

is calculated for each cell, along a specified azimuth and search distance (Figure 6):  

 

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = max �tan �𝑍𝑍𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤−𝑍𝑍𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟
�𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑2+ 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑2 

�� , (3) 

 

where Zwalk is the elevation of all points in the search direction, and Zref is the elevation 

of the cell of interest. The denominator is the distance between each cell along the 

search line and the cell of interest. The formula quantifies the maximum exposure or 

sheltering upwind for each cell of interest. The SI is calculated by combining slope, 

curvature and wind direction for a specific search distance. A negative SI reflects 

exposure (i.e., the shelter defining cell is lower than the cell of interest), whilst a 

positive number reflects the cell of interest is sheltered from the wind. Assuming more 

sheltering means more snow deposition, a positive SI should thus lead to higher 

accumulation. The search distance for the area is critical in determining the extent of 

shelter. Where a cell of interest might have a positive SI for a long search distance, a 

shorter search distance might leave the cell exposed. Therefore, the SI has to be 

calculated for multiple search distances. Opposite wind directions in the computation do 

not (necessarily) lead to the same SI values. 

 

Figure 5 The figure shows what positive and negative values mean for a 
profile curvature. A negative curvature equals a convex surface (A); positive 
curvature is a concave surface (B), whilst for a value of 0 there is no change 
in surface (C). Source: Buckley (2010).  
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4.3 Data analysis 

The terrain parameters and accumulation patterns are all projected on the 10-m grid of GPR transects, 

aiding a first visual comparison. In addition to visually comparing the likeness of the parameters, 

correlations are also calculated. By combining the terrain characteristics found with the accumulation 

pattern, the data can be tested for correlation. Correlations between the different parameters and 

accumulation patterns are calculated using MATLABs’ corrcoef function, calculating the Pearson 

correlation. The probability of the correlation is also calculated, with a 95% confidence interval. 

Figure 6 The calculation of the sheltering index as computed by Winstral et al. (2002). 
Cell of interest 1 and 2 share the same shelter defining cell for a 300 m search distance, 
returning a positive SI for both cells of interest. For a shorter search distance of 100 m, 
cell of interest 1 does not reach cell A, and will have a negative SI, whilst the SI will 
remain the same for cell of interest number 2. With cell of interest 3 the shelter-defining 
cell is B, which leaves cell 3 exposed and returns a negative SI.  
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5 Results & Discussion 
In the results and discussion, first the required steps for data analyses are discussed. This includes the 

pre-processing steps of the GPR data with the found accumulation data, the wind data and the 

computed terrain parameters. After this, the statistical relation between accumulation and terrain is 

discussed both for the total dataset and a number of subsets. 

 

5.1 Pre-processing  

For processing the GPR data, a number of steps have to be completed before digitizing the IRHs, as 

described in the methods. In the edit function the double traces are indicated automatically. When 

needed the automatic selection was adjusted, after which double traces were removed for all transects. 

The settings used in the processing function are uniform for all transects. The travel time between 

emitting the EM pulse and the pulse reaching the surface needs to be corrected via the zero offset time, 

as explained in the methodology, and was set at -25 ns. The low-pass cut-off frequency set at 1 GHz, 

thus removing any recording above 1 GHz. The dewow, or high-pass cut-off frequency, is an 

automated script filtering the low frequencies at 2% of the Nyquist frequency. To improve the 

visualisation of the radar signal with depth, a power gain function was used with a coefficient of 0.8. 

The cross validation was applied to all radar profiles and used to correct digitizing when necessary, 

except for one profile from 2014 (105) which had no crossing points with other transects. 

Figure 7 An example from the 2014 dataset of the digitizing of the IRHs. The blue line represents the 
2009 formed IRH. For the 2013 and 2012 datasets this layer will be located respectively one or two 
layers higher.   
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Figure 7 shows an example of the digitizing of several IRHs present in the radar profiles. The IRHs 

show consistency in pattern with undulations at the same locations. Also note that with depth, and 

therefore time, undulations become more pronounced. Since the accumulation variabibility is 

consistent from year to year, deeper layers will show larger cumulative spatial variations. However, it 

could also be a result of a distorted GPR signal, warping the image of the subsurface and thus be an 

artefact due to the used method. The 2009-formed IRH, shown in blue, stands out due to greater 

reflectivity. Based on the visibility of the layer, and that it was distinguishable in all GPR profiles, the 

2009 layer was used for further data analysis. All the 2009-IRH layers are grouped per year (figure 9) 

and converted from TWT to a depth in metres based on an average density profile from ice cores taken 

in 2012, 2013 and 2014 (figure 8).The conversions returns an accumulation between the 2009 summer 

surface and the year of measurement. To obtain the annual accumulation rate, the data is divided by 

the age of the IRH-2009 layer: the 2012 dataset by 2.7; the 2013 dataset by 3.7 and 2014 by 4.7, as 

described previously in the methods.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8 Depth profile of the density, based on three separate 
cores taken in 2012, 2013 and 2014. All ice cores were taken at the 
top of the glacier. 
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Figure 9 The two-way-travel time in ns of the 2009-IRH for each year of data gathering. All years have one profile extending 
from the top towards the ablation zone. Part of the 2013 and 2014 dataset follow the same pattern. 
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5.2 Accumulation 

The mean accumulation measured by radar in 2012 gave a mean accumulation rate of 816 ± 143 mm 

w.e. a-1 between 2009 and 2012, the 2009-2013 mean accumulation rate                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

was 823 ± 168 mm w.e. a-1. The 2014 measurement returned a mean accumulation rate between 2009-

2014 of 751 ± 167 mm w.e. a-1. A subset of the radar profiles, where the three consecutive years of 

data gathering overlap, was used to compare the yearly accumulation patterns and consistency. Figure 

10 shows the location of the subset, and Figure 11 shows the accumulation pattern for the three years 

at this position. The chosen stretch of GPR transects goes along the centre line towards the ablation 

zone, and has an approximate length of 1800 meters. The yearly accumulation pattern shows great 

similarity, which is confirmed by the high correlation values. The lowest Pearson correlation was 0.94 

for 2012/2013. 2013/2014 returned a correlation of 0.97 and 2014/2012 has a correlation of 0.96. All 

three correlations are significant on a 95% level. The three different profiles show the same general 

accumulation pattern, although the data from 2014 is clearly smoother compared to the 2012 and 2013 

dataset. Also, small peaks in the profiles do not always coincide, possibly illustrating the difficulty and 

subjectivity of digitizing IRHs. Part of the discrepancy is due to the layers being buried over time; the 

2009 summer surface layer observed in 2014 is located relatively deeper in the GPR profile.  The 

layers become more diffused with depth. The diffusion of the IRHs is twofold: the GPR signal 

undergoes frequency attenuation, where high frequencies are removed from the signal first and 

therefore detail is lost. Secondly, with depth the density difference between IRHs and the surrounding 

firn becomes less clear, since the firn undergoes a density increase with depth due to the overlying 

layers. Consequently, interpretation becomes more difficult, details are lost and the layer can have 

been deformed by the accumulation on top and the ice flow itself. The high correlations however show 

that the general accumulation patterns on a year-to-year basis are very similar and that the digitizing of 

the layers, albeit with some discrepancy, is fairly consistent. Based on the consistency, combining the 

3 separate datasets is justified, creating a larger dataset of spatial accumulation patterns on 

Nordenskiöldbreen with the 2009 accumulation rate used for data analysis.  
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Figure 10 Top left indicates the GPR transect locations with respect to the 
Nordenskiöldbreen glacier and Lomonosovfonna ice cap. In the bottom left image, the 
location of the three overlying transects is indicated in black, and equals approximately 
1800 metres long. The complete radar grid is given in light blue. 
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Figure 11 The selection of overlying transects with the accumulation patterns from 2009 displayed according to the year of data gathering. 
Accumulation in m w.e. along the y-axis, and the distance of the profile in metres on the x-axis. Note the relatively smooth profile of 2014.  
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The combined dataset gave a mean annual accumulation since 2009 of 0.787 m w.e. with a 

0.167 m w.e. standard deviation. The accumulation estimate is in accordance with earlier 

findings from Van Pelt et al. (2012), who found an average annual accumulation of 0.78 m 

w.e. on Nordenskiöldbreen for 2007-2012. The standard deviation of 0.167 (21%) is also in 

agreement to the standard deviation range of 13-27 % noted by Van Pelt et al. (2012). The 

accumulation of 190 mm yr-1
 (Førland et al., 2011) at the Longyearbyen weather station, at 37 

m a.s.l., shows a strong altitude dependency for precipitation in this region. The accumulation 

pattern in m w.e. obtained from the radar profiles is presented in Figure 12. Please note that 

the accumulation pattern is similar to the TWT profiles (Figure 9), with the only difference 

that the profiles are combined and the travel-times are converted to a yearly accumulation 

rate. The overall variability of the snow accumulation pattern is the same. Looking at the 

overview of the accumulation pattern, there appears to be an east-west division in the data 

(indicated via a dashed line), with less accumulation in the west compared to the east. 

Especially to the far west, where the radar profiles turn at an ice divide, a decreased 

accumulation rate can be observed. Also, towards the ablation area the accumulation rate 

decreases, however two distinct peaks with increased accumulation in the radar profile are 

clearly visible in the southern part of the dataset. There is no evident relationship between 

accumulation and elevation, with a scatterplot showing no obvious trend in the data 

organisation.  

  

 

 

Figure 12 Accumulation pattern with the radar profiles. The accumulation is given 
in m w.e. The spacing between the measurements points is recalculated at 10 m 
intervals. Some of the GPR transects are longer, however the accumulation layers 
towards the ablation zone were no longer discernible and thus not digitized. The 
dashed line indicates the east/west division. 
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5.3 Wind Direction 

Figure 13 shows the wind direction and speed modelled between 2007-2010 and 2012-2015. 

The WRF model used only incorporates large-scale winds, not the winds steered by the local 

terrain, so the wind directions and speeds found based on the modelled wind might differ 

from the winds observed at the surface. Figure 13a shows the data for all wind speeds, for 

which North-Northeast at 20 to 60 degrees is the most frequent wind direction. The dominant 

wind direction is in accordance with the down-glaciers’ orientation, facilitating formation of 

winds blowing down-glacier at 20-60 degrees. Remarkably enough, there are no storms (wind 

speeds > 25 m s-1) computed for this region, nor is there a strong preference for one dominant 

wind direction. Figure 13b only displays wind speeds of 10 m s-1 and higher, in accordance 

with the minimum wind speeds at which snow drift occurs, of 7.7 m s-1 for dry snow and 9.9 

m s-1 for wet snow (Li & Pomeroy, 1997). For higher wind speeds, the wind shifts towards a 

dominant direction from 240 degrees. However, other wind directions, such as 250, 20 and 60 

degrees are also frequent; again leading to a dispersed pattern of wind directions. 

  

  

 

Figure 13 The wind data of the Polar WRF. Both wind roses show a preferential orientation 
between roughly NE and SWW, in both directions. For the stronger wind speeds (right), the 
winds are predominantly from the SWW, whilst for all wind speeds (left), the winds originate 
mainly from the NE. Remarkably, no wind speeds above 25 m s-1 are noted, suggesting no 
storms are present in this area. 

a b 
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5.4 Terrain parameters 

First the overall pattern of the calculated terrain parameters is considered. The NPI DEM used 

for the calculations is in agreement with the elevations found by dGPS attached to the GPR. 

Since the wind rose for wind speeds above 10 m s-1 suggests a dominant wind direction of 240 

degrees, and for wind speeds between 20-60 degrees, the terrain parameter computations are 

based on these directions. An additional direction of 150 degrees is added to the analysis, in 

order to have a random control direction for the dataset and ensure that no wind direction is 

ignored.  

Figure 14 shows the entire area of the glacier for elevation, aspect, slope, curvature and the 

sheltering index at 500 m search distance. The elevation shows a terrain in bowl shape, with 

ridges on both the east and west side of the glacier. The aspect shows that the glacier is 

exposed to all directions; although the terrain is the least oriented towards the north. The 

curvature, slope and SI (500 m) are all shown for a 240 degree wind direction, based on the 

dominant wind direction at greater wind speeds. The curvature is greatly variable in the entire 

area with both concave and convex terrain, although most of the glacier area has limited 

relief, with a value close to zero reflecting the relatively smooth surface of the glacier. The 

slope and SI (500 m) appear very similar, due to the similarity in computation. If the terrain 

lacks great variation, there will not be additional sheltering to account for in the SI 

calculations. Especially the short distance SI (100 m) and the slope, also computed for a 100 

m spacing, appear mostly similar. The differences between the SI and slope are noticeable at 

greater elevation differences, illustrated by the protruding ridges on the western side. Whereas 

the slope has stricter boundaries, the SI becomes more smeared, with the ridges sheltering an 

extended area. At a greater search distance for the SI, these shadows at large elevation 

differences become even more noticeable, since these protruding ridges can influence the 

sheltering of the terrain for the entire search distance. The similarity in the SI and slope is 

reflected in the correlation values as well (see below), and is one of the reasons why the 

analysis is focused on the SI with 500 m search distance rather than the 100 m distance. The 

1000 metre search distance can appear to have a better relation with the accumulation pattern; 

however care should be taken with this distance, since it smoothens the terrain, potentially 

giving greater correlation as an artefact. Any greater search distance than 1000 m is therefore 

not implemented due to this potential smoothening of the data and associated unrealistic high 

correlation. 
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Figure 14 Elevation, Aspect, 
Curvature, Slope and the Sheltering 
Index for a 500 m search distance. 
The curvature, slope and SI are 
calculated for a 240 degree 
direction. The slope and SI appear 
similar, only the SI is more smeared, 
especially noticeable for the points 
with higher elevation. 
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5.5 Comparing accumulation and terrain 

5.5.1 Entire dataset 

For the comparison between terrain and accumulation, the terrain parameters are extracted for 

only that part where the GPR has gathered accumulation data. Figure 15 shows the overview 

of the terrain parameters for the location of the radar profiles. Unfortunately, because of the 

data organisation, a correlation between aspect and accumulation cannot be computed, since 0 

and 360 degrees are the same direction but is not recognized as such. Further data analysis 

with aspect is not carried out. Slope, curvature and the sheltering index (500 m) are plotted 

for both a 20 degree direction (top) and 240 degree direction (bottom). The curvature remains 

roughly the same with changed direction, with a similar pattern in variability, although the 

extremities in the curvature occur in slightly different locations or become more pronounced 

altogether. The slope and SI (500 m) for a 20 degree direction appear very similar, reflecting 

a downslope orientation and the glacier to be mainly sheltered from NE winds. Only at the 

very top the ice field becomes exposed to winds from 20 degree direction, suggesting a 

change in terrain orientation corresponding to a ridge located at the top. The 240 degree 

direction highlights more differences between the slope and SI, with greater variability in the 

exposure of the surface. The SI shows a surface that is dominantly exposed to 240 degree 

winds, with some sheltered regions. The slope is more uniformly negative or close to zero for 

most of the terrain, reflecting a downhill orientation of the terrain.  

Table 2 shows found correlations between accumulation and terrain parameters for four 

separate wind directions. The SI is calculated for three separate distances, 100 m, 500 m and 

1000 m. The correlations returned for the three different search distances are similar in 

magnitude per wind direction class, returning relatively low correlations, suggesting that 

increasing the search distance does not greatly influence the sheltering extent of the SI. The 

slope and the SI at 100 m return similar correlations, reflecting the similarity discussed 

previously. The 60 and 240 degree wind direction calculations illustrate the difference 

between the SI and slope. The slope remains the same value but changes sign with opposite 

wind direction, however for the SI the overall correlation changes with opposite wind 

direction reflecting the multiple factors included in the SI calculation. The curvature returns 

the highest values for the entire dataset with a maximum of 0.31; however, in general, 

correlations between terrain and accumulation remain low. The higher correlations of 

curvature compared to the other terrain parameters could be due to a phase-shift of the 

parameter, as it is a second derivative computation. For direct opposite wind directions (240 

and 60 degrees) the curvature returns the same correlations. Elevation and accumulation, not 

included in the table since it does not depend on wind direction, returns a correlation of 0.32 

(for p<0.05), which is higher than the maximum in Table 2. 
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Table 2 The Pearson correlations are shown for all accumulation data compared to respective terrain 
parameters and wind directions, with N=7970. All correlations are significant at the 95% confidence 
interval. Note that the correlations for the slope and curvature for 240 and 60 are the same. 
 

Direction\  
Terrain par. 20 60 150 240 

SI_100 -0.159 -0.030 0.239 0.063 
SI_500 -0.182 -0.084 0.222 0.226 
SI_1000 -0.201 -0.107 0.127 0.260 
Slope_dir -0.177 -0.032 0.226 0.032 
Curv_dir 0.286 0.305 0.100 0.305 

 

 

Negative correlations in general suggest that the relation is for the ‘wrong’ wind direction: 

for instance a negative correlation for slope would suggest a great accumulation with a 

negative slope, although this would logically lead to a lower accumulation. A negative 

correlation thus suggests the opposite wind direction provides greater and more coherent 

correlations. The overall low correlations for the entire dataset do not exclude the possibility 

that higher correlations will prevail for subsets of the grid. In the next section, we will discuss 

correlations for different subsets, based on elevation, east-west position and radar direction. 
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Figure 15 The calculated Slope, Curvature and Sheltering Index (search distance 500 m) shown for all radar profiles. The top panels 
show terrain parameters for 20 degree wind direction; the bottom panels show terrain parameters for a 240 degree wind direction.   
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5.5.2 Subdivision of data 

To see if there are any internal counteracting correlations for the entire dataset, the data was 

subdivided based on three separate criteria with the aim to create approximately equal subsets 

of data. The first division is based on elevation due to the relatively high correlation found 

between accumulation and elevation for the entire dataset. The subdivision was in three 

different categories: <1000 m; 1000-1100 m and >1100 m, dividing the data in roughly three 

equally large groups. Another subset was based on east and west coordinates, since the 

accumulation pattern suggested a distinction between the left and right part of the radar grid. 

The grid is split in half indicated by a dashed line in Figure 12, following approximately the 

centre line of the glacier. The last subdivision was by bearing of the radar profiles. The 

surface topography could have ridges oriented in a preferential direction, and the signal-to-

noise ratio could be different along and perpendicular to these ridges, affecting the eventual 

composition of the GPR profiles (pers. commun. Rickard Pettersson, April 2016). The radar 

data is split in two classes, bearing between 0-90 and 180-270 degrees versus 90-180 and 

270-360 degrees. 

Elevation 
Table 3 shows correlations between accumulation and terrain parameters for an elevation 

<1000 m a.s.l. Table 4 shows correlations for 1000-1100 m a.s.l. and Table 5 for >1100 m 

a.s.l. The correlation tables suggest that the wind direction that shapes the snow cover 

changes per elevation class. Down-glacier at an elevation lower than 1000 m a.s.l., the wind 

direction from 20-60 degrees (NNE) is dominant in the accumulation pattern formation, 

returning correlations greater than 0.5 for almost all parameters, except for the slope at 20 

degrees. The curvature returns the highest correlation for a 60 degrees wind angle. Note that 

since curvature is identical for opposite wind directions, the same correlation shows up for a 

240 degree angle. Katabatic glacier wind is likely to have developed down flow on the 

glacier, explaining the high correlations in the down slope direction at these low elevations.  

Between 1000 and 1100 m, the highest correlations returned for a 60 and 150 degree 

direction. Therefore, an additional calculation as a 100 degree wind direction was added, 

returning similar, high correlations as the 150 degree direction. Correlations greater than 0.5 

are returned for all SI, and the slope at 60 and 100 degrees. Only the curvature consistently 

does not exceed a correlation of 0.5. Noteworthy is that the wind rose data does not suggest 

any prevalence of winds coming from an ESE-SE direction, and also katabatic winds are 

unlikely to develop in this direction. The Lomonosovfonna ice cap is located at an ESE-SE 

direction, suggesting that the accumulation pattern between 1000-1100 m is more susceptible 

to winds originating from the ice cap and controlled by local topography. The 
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Lomonosovfonna ice cap resembles a plain, with relatively little elevation differences, and 

therefore little constraint on wind patterns. Potentially the local topography to the East-

Southeast could exert a local influence on the wind pattern, with a ridge present in between 

Nordenskiöldbreen glacier and the Lomonosovfonna ice cap. The unconstrained winds from 

the ice cap are pushed over this ridge, forcing the wind in a strong preferential direction, 

ultimately leading to a local wind pattern with an East-Southeast direction.  

At the higher elevation (>1100 metres), the winds are less controlled by the terrain, 

resulting in generally lower correlations. The greatest correlations between terrain and 

accumulation are returned for a wind direction of 240 degrees, in agreement with the wind 

rose data (figure 13b), which shows a dominant wind direction at 240 degrees for wind speeds 

over 10 m s-1. However, the relatively low correlations suggest a mixture of wind directions 

influences the accumulation pattern. This variable wind pattern can be associated with the 

large-scale wind, which is generally less consistent than for example the katabatic glacier 

wind active at lower elevations. 

Additionally, the correlations between elevation and accumulation are tested. For the data 

at an elevation lower than 1000 m the correlation between elevation and accumulation is 0.33 

for p<0.05, similar to the found correlation of the entire dataset between elevation and 

accumulation of 0.32. The elevation and accumulation correlation between 1000 and 1100 m 

a.s.l. returns a remarkably low at 0.05 (p<0.05). The elevation and accumulation correlation 

above 1100 m a.s.l. equals 0.24 (p<0.05).  

 

Table 3 Correlation values for elevation <1000 m. N=1049. Only significant correlations at the 95% 
confidence interval are displayed. Correlations above 0.5 are given in bold. Almost all terrain 
parameters for 20 and 60 degree direction have an R>0.5. The high correlation for curvature for 240 
degrees is due to the computation (please note the 60 and 240 degree direction for curvature return the 
same value). 

Direction\  
Terrain par. 20 60 150 240 

SI_100 0.559 0.626 
 

-0.341 
SI_500 0.601 0.586 

 
0.092 

SI_1000 0.557 0.526 
 

0.191 
Slope_dir 0.476 0.540 -0.138 -0.540 
Curv_dir 0.589 0.526 0.249 0.526 
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Table 4 The correlation values between accumulation and terrain at all data points between 1000 and 
1100 metre elevation. All values are significant at a 95% interval, N=2962. An additional correlation is 
calculated at a direction of 100 degrees, since the highest correlations were between 60 and 150 
degrees.   

 

Direction\  
Terrain par. 20 60 100 150 240 

SI_100 0.068 0.523 0.603 0.548 -0.418 
SI_500 0.106 0.530 0.630 0.636 -0.146 
SI_1000 0.108 0.531 0.639 0.633 -0.126 
Slope_dir 0.071 0.516 0.562 0.479 -0.516 
Curv_dir 0.424 0.484 0.231 0.217 0.484 

 
 

Table 5 The correlation values between accumulation and terrain at all data points above 1100 metre 
elevation. Only values significant at a 95% confidence interval are displayed. N=3959. None of the 
correlations are higher than 0.5. 

 

Direction\  
Terrain par. 20 60 150 240 

SI_100 -0.343 -0.256 0.077 0.227 
SI_500 -0.342 -0.269 0.054 0.303 

SI_1000 -0.347 -0.272 
 

0.357 
Slope_dir -0.310 -0.235 0.101 0.235 
Curv_dir -0.035 0.124 0.067 0.124 

 

 

Figure 16 and 17 show a graph of accumulation and terrain parameters versus 

measurement points. Figure 16 shows all data collected below 1000 m elevation, for a wind 

direction of 20 degrees, in agreement with the highest correlation found for this subset. The 

figure illustrates the relatively high correlation values returned between accumulation and 

terrain parameters, with a resemblance in the accumulation pattern and the profile of the 

terrain parameters. The general profiles are similar, with the four major peaks in the 

accumulation also reflected in slope, SI and curvature. Since the curvature is the derivative of 

the slope, it explains the perceivable phase-shift in curvature with respect to the slope and 

ultimately the accumulation pattern. The phase-shift can result in lower correlations between 

curvature and accumulation, because of the lag, or alternatively can have better 

correspondence with accumulation compared to slope and SI. It illustrates that caution has to 

be taken with interpretation of the correlation values, where the accumulation pattern is not 

necessarily formed by a straightforward relationship. 

Figure 17 shows accumulation for an elevation above 1100 m a.s.l. and a direction of 240 

degrees. As is reflected in the correlation table for this elevation (Table 5), the similarities in 

accumulation and terrain parameters have weakened. The table showed an overall lower 
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correlation between accumulation and terrain parameters and no correlation values above 0.5. 

The figure shows an accumulation pattern that is less variable; containing fewer extremes 

compared to the <1000 m a.s.l. accumulation pattern. The slope and SI are generally more 

negative than for the subset with elevations <1000 m a.s.l., reflecting an overall more exposed 

terrain for the specified 240 degree winds. The graphs in Figure 17 are in accordance with the 

found weak correlations, with only some matching points, such as the dip around 

measurement points 700, or the stretch around 2500. Compared to Figure 16 however, the 

resemblance between accumulation and terrain parameters has decreased considerably, which 

possibly can be ascribed to a less consistent wind direction compared to the lower elevations.  
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Figure 16 All measurement points for an elevation below 1000 metre elevation. As it is not a continuous transect but rather a compilation of 
points conform the conditions, the x-axis is in measurement points rather than distance. The terrain parameters are computed for a 20 degree 
direction, which returned the greatest correlations for this elevation class. The graph shows corresponding points, reflecting the relatively high 
correlations, but also mismatches (i.e. where accumulation decreases but SI and slope increase) illustrating why the correlation remain 
relatively low.  The curvature is slightly offset from the slope as the peaks show for instance, due to the curvature calculated as the second 
derivative of the slope.  
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Figure 17 The data points that are above 1100 m elevation, with the terrain parameters calculated for a 240 degree direction. Again, the x-axis 
represents measurement points. Please note that the unit values differ from Figure 16.  The figure illustrates the lower correlations found for this 
elevation class at this wind direction, with less corresponding patterns between accumulation and the terrain parameters 
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East versus west side 
The second subset is a division between east and west, split up in half at UTM (x) 5.535 *105. The 

correlation between elevation and accumulation for the east and west side data is similar, with 0.365 

for the east and 0.390 for the west data. On the east side, high correlations are returned for a 150 

degree direction with positive correlations for 60 degrees as well, based on which an additional 

direction of 100 degrees is computed (table 6). The highest correlation is returned for 150 degrees. The 

data on the west side seems to generally return low correlations (Table 7). 

The west side data is further split up by elevation, creating three additional groups. Splitting up the 

west side data reveals a similar dependence as the entire dataset has with elevation. For <1000 m a.s.l. 

the greatest correlation, at 0.72, is returned for a wind direction of 20 degrees. For 1000-1100 metres 

the dominant wind direction shifts to 100 degrees, and above 1100 metres a 240 degrees wind 

direction returns the greatest correlations with accumulation variability and terrain parameters. Since 

the west part of the grid contains the data closest to the glacier flow line, this part of the dataset is 

likely more affected by strong katabatic winds at 20 degrees. For comparison, the east side data is also 

subdivided in elevation bins, however does not show this dependency with elevation, and consistently 

gives the highest correlation for the 100 and 150 degree directions. For the eastern part of the grid, the 

katabatic glacier winds might not be as well-developed and play an insignificant role in the formation 

of the snow accumulation pattern, but are possibly more influenced by winds coming from the 

Lomonosovfonna ice cap. A ridge located East-Southeast can be the cause of local wind patterns with 

a strong preferential E-SE wind direction.  

 
Table 6 The correlations for the East side data. N= 2924. Correlations above 0.5 are marked in bold, and only 
correlations significant at p<0.05 are given. 

 

Direction\  
Terrain par. 20 60 100 150 240 

SI_100 -0.105 0.295 0.482 0.510 -0.270 
SI_500 -0.149 0.231 0.448 0.527  
SI_1000 -0.166 0.191 0.467 0.480  
Slope_dir -0.101 0.325 0.484 0.478 -0.325 
Curv_dir 0.311 0.441 0.246 0.177 0.441 
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Table 7 The correlations for the west side data. N= 5046. Only significant correlations are given (95% 
significance level). There are no correlations greater than 0.5. 

 

Direction\  Terrain 
par. 20 60 150 240 

SI_100 -0.189 -0.149 0.107 0.193 
SI_500 -0.231 -0.218 0.065 0.336 

SI_1000 -0.254 -0.244 
 

0.365 
Slope_dir -0.206 -0.164 0.118 0.164 
Curv_dir 0.201 0.181 

 
0.181 

 

 

Bearing  
The bearing of the radar could be of influence on the radar measurements, due to the GPR 

measurement limitations. Such a limitation is that the signal never goes in a straight line back and 

forth, but migrates in a cone shape. Great variations in the underlying terrain are therefore more 

difficult to capture, compared to a smoother terrain. In addition, the GPR tracks are chosen 

subjectively, for instance based on a preferential direction of snow ridges. For this research, the 

bearing of the radar does not seem to have an influence on the relation between accumulation patterns 

and terrain parameters. The correlations are low, and are approximately the same for either bearing 

(see appendix for correlation tables). Although the low correlations could potentially be due to 

internal, opposing correlations as was the case for the entire dataset, the found correlation for both 

subsets of bearing where similar, making a distinction less relevant. It is questionable to have a 

substantial effect and further analysis is beyond the scope of this project. 
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6 Limitations 
In this section, sources of uncertainty are discussed. The reconstructed accumulation variability has a 

number of assumptions and limitations associated with it. Glacier ice flow will cause IRHs to 

gradually move down-glacier in time, which may lead to a spatial shift in accumulation variability 

when reconstructed from deeper IRHs (Dunse et al., 2008). The GPR profiles however show a 

consistent pattern of IRH with depth, whereby not much lateral shifting occurs between individual 

IRHs. The terrain effects become more pronounced with deeper layers, due to the cumulative effect of 

multiple years of accumulation.  

Meltwater percolation and the subsequent refreezing in the snow pack can increase estimated 

accumulation rates, considering the assumption is that the annual layer mass, stored between to IRHs, 

equals snow accumulation only. The inverse method as developed by Van Pelt et al. (2014) can be 

used to incorporate the refreezing of meltwater within the snow pack in the years after formation of the 

annual layers. Since most of the GPR transects in this thesis are located in the upper accumulation 

zone, the profiles are less subject to meltwater formation and subsequent percolation and refreezing. 

Additionally, the found accumulation was similar to the found accumulation by Van Pelt et al. (2014), 

using the inverse method, suggesting a small impact of refreezing on this dataset.  

In the processing of the GPR data there is a measure of subjectivity involved. The digitization of 

the IRH-layers is based on personal insight; different researchers will yield different results and 

experience in digitizing is advantageous. There is also an assumption of the IRH representing, in this 

case, the 2009 summer surface layer. However, meltwater percolation and the subsequent refreezing in 

the snow pack can form extra, inter-annual layers. The undesirable result can be that the digitized IRH 

is not the actual 2009 summer surface layer, but an intra-annual layer or multi-annual layer. The non-

annual character of IRHs was a limitation found as well by Sold et al. (2015). Digitizing consistently 

is needed to ensure that only one surface layer is incorporated in the accumulation rates. Whether the 

detected layer is the actual assumed summer surface layer remains debatable. Within this thesis, the 

cross validation between profiles within the same year of data collection is used as a control to ensure 

consistency in depth of the layers.  

For the digitizing of the IRHs, the downward migration of the 2009-IRH with year of data 

collection forms another limitation. Although the profiles are consistent in pattern with increasing 

depth, the IRHs become diffused with depth. Digitizing the 2009 summer surface melt layer in the 

2014 dataset is therefore relatively more difficult than in the 2012 dataset. Figure 11 illustrates the 

lack of detail of the small scale variations in the 2009-IRH from the 2014 dataset compared to the 

details in the 2012 and 2013 datasets. The lack of detail could be a side effect of losing detail with 

depth when using GPR, or human error due to the difficulty of digitizing the IRHs.   

A final limitation in the pre-processing steps of accumulation estimation is the final step of 

converting the TWT to m w.e., for which in situ measurements of density with depth are required. The 
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depth conversion is based on ice cores taken on the top of Nordenskiöldbreen. Firstly, the density 

profiles computed from these point measurements are not necessarily representative of the rest of the 

glacier. GPR transects continue to approximately 300 m lower elevation, where snow density and the 

development with depth is likely different compared to the top of the glacier. The development of the 

vertical density profile however is not strongly dependent on accumulation, so the impact on the 

results will likely be small. A greater problem is pointed out before by, e.g. Pälli et al. (2002) and Sold 

et al., (2015), namely that ice cores are not able to capture the temporal or spatial variability in snow 

accumulation. Although the ice cores do show a year to year variation in density profiles, it remains 

uncertain to what extent this is a local anomaly or actually representative of the yearly variation in 

accumulation for Nordenskiöldbreen. And thirdly, the conversion assumes there is no liquid water 

present underneath the surface, enabling the use of one set dielectric constant. The conversion from 

TWT to m w.e. is therefore subject to many possible errors, which are difficult to quantify. 

Nevertheless, the high correlations between the data gathering years, and the agreement in found 

accumulation rate for this thesis and by Van Pelt et al. (2012) suggest that the digitizing has been 

fairly consistent within the digitizing year and between different studies.  

The wind direction modelled via the Polar WRF model is not representative of the local surface 

winds. Using the wind directions computed by the model might have biased the dataset, excluding 

winds from a north-west direction. Computing the terrain parameters based on evenly spaced wind 

directions would have resulted in a more objective and easier to interpret dataset. The necessity of 

computing an additional 100 degree direction illustrates this discrepancy.  

The terrain parameters are all based on the smoothened DEM of the Norwegian Polar Institute. The 

NPI DEM is found to return better results than the Aster DEM in accordance to the dGPS elevation 

attached to the GPR. However, it was necessary to convert the 20 m resolution to a 100 m resolution 

using a moving average for computation of the terrain parameters. Therefore, all processes at smaller 

scale are excluded from analysis. It is uncertain if the smaller scale variability in snow accumulation is 

regulated by wind and terrain in a similar manner. Other, local differences such as ridge formation or 

sastrugi can become more important, as mentioned in the introduction.  
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7 Conclusion 
The thesis has used Nordenskiöldbreen, a glacier on central Svalbard, and the Lomonosovfonna ice 

cap as a model to look at the interaction between accumulation and terrain. Using GPR for 

accumulation estimates and by computing several terrain parameters with incorporated wind direction, 

a relationship between accumulation and terrain is sought.  

    Accumulation estimates show a variable accumulation over the glacier, with a 21% spatial variation 

in accumulation, illustrating the importance of incorporating more than just point measurements in the 

snow accumulation representation in glacier mass balance models.  

For the entire GPR dataset, low correlations were found between wind, terrain parameters and 

accumulation. However, correlations were improved considerably when subdividing the data into 

spatial subsets, which indicates the local variability of the influence of terrain and wind on 

accumulation. The subdivision by elevation returned the highest correlations between terrain 

parameters and accumulation variability. For the lower elevations katabatic winds have developed at a 

20 degree orientation, returning the greatest correlation between terrain parameters and accumulation 

variability. Between 1000 and 1100 m elevation, the winds from the south-east, between 100 and 150 

degrees, are dominant and result in highest correlations between terrain and accumulation It suggests 

local wind patterns influence the accumulation pattern, with winds from the Lomonosovfonna ice cap 

pushed over a ridge, causing a strong preferential wind direction locally. The high elevation data 

(above 1100 m) returns lower correlations compared to the other subsets. The terrain is not subject to 

one dominant wind direction, but is rather more influenced by winds from all directions. The 240 

degree winds have a greater, and positive, correlation for terrain and accumulation, indicating that the 

large scale winds become more important in the accumulation pattern at greater elevation. The east – 

west division of data reflects that the western part of the grid, which contains the main glacier 

flowline, shows stronger correlations due to persistent down slope winds. The bearing of the GPR 

appears to not have an influence on the relation between terrain and accumulation. However, since 

mapping accumulation variability differs between a highly variable terrain and a smooth terrain, it is 

suggested to trace at different bearings to prevent the formation of a biased dataset.  

The subdivisions of the data illustrate that different wind directions are dominant in the 

accumulation patterns at different elevations, rather than one dominant wind direction for the entire 

glacier. With localized wind patterns, it suggests that accumulation variability processes operate 

mainly at a local scale, via for example preferential deposition and snowdrift. Further consideration of 

wind data is recommended, including local scale winds and perhaps wind gusts, as is suggested to be 

important in accumulation differences by Winstral et al. (2013). 

With regards to the relation between terrain and accumulation, there is not one clearly 

distinguishable terrain parameter. The highest, similar correlations are returned for the SI and slope. 

Only the curvature often returns lower correlations; however this could simply be due to a phase shift, 
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related to the second derivative nature of the parameter. Even though the sheltering index and slope 

return quite high correlations with accumulation pattern (>0.5), a part of the accumulation variability 

remains unexplained. Possibly, the remaining, unexplained part of the accumulation pattern could be 

related to smaller scale processes such as surface roughness. The fixed DEM resolution at 100 m could 

be contributing to the lack of identifying small-scale processes (<100 m). To what extent curvature, 

slope and SI are responsible for the accumulation pattern, and in what ratio to each other remains 

uncertain. Applying Principal Component Analysis (PCA) might be helpful in finding the dominant 

parameter involved.  

The local influence of local conditions make that not all the results from this research can be 

widely applied, however there are some general remarks that can be taken into consideration for future 

research. Looking at the whole dataset can hide some internal correlation, by opposite relations 

cancelling each other out within a dataset. Taking subsamples of the dataset for further analysis is 

therefore recommended, if there is an indication of internal relationships such as with the overview 

figures. Although wind direction has proven to be an important factor in the accumulation variability, 

not one dominant direction for an entire glacier can be expected due to spatial differences by for 

instance local katabatic wind development and exposure to the large-scale wind. Wind direction 

should be included in the analysis, to find out if it is an important factor and if there is a dominant 

wind direction, which could coincide with for instance the glaciers’ orientation. However, the best 

approach is unbiased, by analysing the wind in equal quadrants. Results based on an objective 

approach will be easier to interpret, and there is less of a risk to neglect a certain wind direction. Even 

if a clear dominant wind direction would be present, other wind directions should not be ignored in the 

analysis. 
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Appendix 
 

The correlation values for the two categorised bearings are shown below, with overall low correlations 
between wind direction and terrain parameters.  

 

Table 8  The correlations for bearing in a 90-180 and 270-360 direction (NW-SE). N= 4659. All correlations are 
within the 95% confidence level. 

 

Direction\  Terrain 
par. 20 60 150 240 

SI_100 -0.230 -0.071 0.242 0.090 
SI_500 -0.221 -0.097 0.215 0.232 

SI_1000 -0.237 -0.116 0.116 0.271 
Slope_dir -0.231 -0.064 0.249 0.064 
Curv_dir 0.237 0.291 0.032 0.291 

 

 

Table 9 The correlations for a NE-SW direction, bearing 0-90 and 180-270. N= 3310. Only correlations 
significant at the 95% confidence level are given. 

 

Direction\  Terrain 
par. 20 60 150 240 

SI_100 
 

0.089 0.208  
SI_500 -0.065 

 
0.212 0.174 

SI_1000 -0.086 
 

0.152 0.212 
Slope_dir -0.049 0.069 0.160 -0.069 
Curv_dir 0.355 0.340 0.239 0.340 
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